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FLAMMABILITY

INTRODUCTION

BRITAIN

The propensity for textiles to catch fire, and the manner in which
they burn, is a key consideration for many apparel products. Some
applications where this is particularly important include children’s
nightwear, workwear, and apparel for emergency services and
military personnel.

(Source. Australian Competition and Consumer Commission)

All fabrics will burn given the right conditions, however some are
more difficult to ignite, burn more slowly, are easier to extinguish,
and combust at a higher (or lower) temperature. (Ingham, 1983).
The difficulty of ignition, rate of burning, fumes associated with
combustion and temperature of combustion are critical elements in
assessing the suitability of fabrics for specific end uses, and are the
subject of numerous international standards. Wool provides a high
level of fire safety naturally with no additional chemical treatment,
making it ideal for a range of apparel and textile uses where flame
resistance is a critical determinant of product suitability

WHY FLAME
RESISTANCE IS
IMPORTANT
In some textile applications it is highly desirable for apparel and
other textiles to impart a level of safety from the risk of burns,
smoke and fume inhalation. This is particularly the case in
children’s nightwear, work and sports wear in situations where
there is potential exposure to naked flame or extreme heat is likely
for example, metal workers, gas and petroleum workers, and for
professional risk takers such as emergency services and military
personnel.
Burns from clothing fires are a significant cause of serious injury and
death. While most fabrics used in clothing can burn, some materials
are much more flammable than others. Statistically in;
AUSTRALIA
n EFBUITSFTVMUFEGSPNDMPUIJOHȞSFTCFUXFFOBOE

n "SPVOEQFPQMFJO#SJUBJOBSFLJMMFEFBDIZFBSBGUFSUIFJS
clothing catches on fire.

PREVIOUS
OPTIONS
(LIMITATIONS OF OTHER FIBRES)

There are a multitude of factors that dictate how easily a textile will
ignite, and even more that influence the manner in which it will burn
and the by products of its combustion (Ingham et al., 1983). Some
of the more important ones are:
n 'JCSFUZQF
n :BSODPNQPTJUJPODPOTUSVDUJPO
n 'BCSJDDPOTUSVDUJPO
n (BSNFOUEFTJHO
n *HOJUJPOTPVSDF
n 'BCSJDPSJFOUBUJPO
n &OWJSPONFOUBMDPOEJUJPOT BJSȟPX TVSSPVOEJOHNBUFSJBMT FUD
/VNFSPVTTUBOEBSETGPSNFBTVSJOHUIFȟBNNBCJMJUZBOEPS
thermal protective performance of textiles exist – the choice being
dependent very much on the application intended for the textile.
In addition, standards exist to measure such things as evolution of
heat and fumes during burning of textiles, and around the care of
fire resistant textiles. Several commonly used standards are listed
below, by way of example:
n *40o5FYUJMFGBCSJDT#VSOJOHCFIBWJPVS.FBTVSFNFOU
of flame spread properties of vertically oriented specimens.
n *40o1SPUFDUJWFDMPUIJOH1SPUFDUJPOBHBJOTUIFBU
and flame. Method of test for limited flame spread.
n "45.%o'PSEFUFSNJOJOHUIFUIFSNBMQSPUFDUJWF
performance of clothing materials when exposed to flame.
n "45.'o'PSBSDBOEȟBNFSFTJTUBOUSBJOXFBSNBUFSJBMT

USA

n "45.'o'PSȟBNFSFTJTUBODFPGFMFDUSJDXPSLFST
clothing.

n "OBWFSBHFPGQFPQMFEJFEJOUIF64"FBDIZFBSGSPNDMPUIJOH
 UIFSNBMCVSOTCFUXFFOBOE

n "4/;4o'PSDIJMESFOkTOJHIUXFBS

n 5IFBOOVBM64"BWFSBHFGSPNUPGPSDMPUIJOHSFMBUFE
 CVSOJOKVSJFTUSFBUFEJOFNFSHFODZEFQBSUNFOUTXBT
Of these:

n *40o3BEJBOUQBOFMUFTU

 

n SFMBUFEUPEBZXFBS

 

n SFMBUFEUPEBZXFBSXPSOCZQFPQMFBHFEUP

 

n SFMBUFEUPEBZXFBSXPSOCZQFPQMFBHFEUP
(USA National Electronic Injury Surveillance System
(NEISS)

n "4o'PSEFUFSNJOJOHWFSUJDBMȟBNFTQSFBE

n /'1"o'MBNFSFTJTUBOUHBSNFOUTGPSQSPUFDUJPOPGJOEVTUSJBM
personnel against flash.
NB. ASTM = American Society for Testing of Materials; NFPA =
National Fire Protection Association.
"4/;4"VTUSBMJBO/FX;FBMBOE4UBOEBSE*40*OUFSOBUJPOBM
Standards Organisation

MERINO WOOL
SOLUTION
Wool is naturally flame resistant, and its performance exceeds
that of all other commonly encountered textile fibres. This flame
retardancy arises from the unique chemical structure of Merino (for
FYBNQMF JUTIJHIOJUSPHFODPOUFOU  BOEIJHISFMBUJWFNPJTUVSF
content), which confers the following beneficial properties and
behaviours:
n "WFSZIJHIJHOJUJPOUFNQFSBUVSF ¹$
n "IJHI-JNJUJOH0YZHFO*OEFY  oXJUIUIF-0*CFJOH
 BNFBTVSFPGUIFNJOJNVNPGPYZHFOSFRVJSFEUPTVTUBJO
combustion.
n "MPXIFBUPGDPNCVTUJPO
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Figure 1. Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) of common textile fibres (Source:
Collie and Johnson, 1998)
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Technology has been developed to artificially impart flame
resistance to apparel fabrics using chemical treatments, during
fibre manufacture, or as a treatment to the fibre, yarn or finished
fabric. In contrast, wool provides a high level of flame resistance
naturally as a feature of its complex and unique internal structure
and chemistry. If an even higher level of safety is required, wool can
also be chemically treated in a similar manner to other textile fibres
and fabrics.
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Common textile fibres such as nylon, cotton, polyester and rayon,
all have relatively low ignition temperatures, and in some cases, will
also melt prior to ignition (nylon and polyester).
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'JHVSF&OFSHZ 3BEJBOU1BOFM5FTU SFRVJSFEUPJHOJUFDBSQFUT 4PVSDF
8PPMTPG/FX;FBMBOE

The performance of wool can be improved even further by the
BEEJUJPOPGBȟBNFSFUBSEBOUUSFBUNFOUTVDIBT;JSQSP XIJDIIBT
CFFOTIPXOUPSBJTFUIF-0*UPCFUXFFOBOE

n "MPXSBUFPGIFBUSFMFBTF
n %PFTOkUNFMUPSTUJDLVQPOCVSOJOH
n 4FMGFYUJOHVJTIJOH
n 'PSNBUJPOPGBOJOTVMBUJOHDIBSXIFOJUCVSOT
n &WPMVUJPOPGMFTTTNPLFBOEUPYJDHBTFTUIBOGPSNFEEVSJOH
combustion of most synthetic fibres
5BCMF 'JHVSFBOE'JHVSFBȝPSEBDPNQBSJTPOPGXPPMXJUIPUIFS
important textile fibres, demonstrating superior performance
across virtually all parameters measured.

SUMMARY
Merino is naturally flame resistant, and its performance exceeds
that of all other commonly encountered textile fibres.
Merino has a low heat of combustion and a low rate of heat release.

Table 1. Key measures of flammability for common textile fibres.
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If Merino comes into direct contact with another burning surface, it
won’t melt or stick.







Does not melt

Merino is self extinguishing once the initial ignition source is
removed.
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Wool



Source: CSIRO

Merino forms an insulating char when it burns and evolves less
smoke and toxic gases than formed during combustion of most
synthetic fibres
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